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PYRAMIDS AS DIVINITIES
(Figs. 1-13)
Archaism is a well-known phenomenon of Late-Egyptian civiliza- 
tion .1 Priests and scholars who studied the past of their native land took 
a great interest in the monuments of the Old Kingdom. The wide use of 
the Pyramid Texts is in itself evidence for the respect for the tombs of the 
Monarehs of the Old Kingdom. Besides the copying of the funerary texts, 
examination of the architectural features of the monuments was also car- 
ried out. I t will suffice to mention two cases of tangible evidence: the Step 
Pyramid of Djoser and the Pyramid of Mycerinus in Giza. Although the 
secondary tunnel on the south side of the Step Pyramid cannot be dated 
with certainty, it must be at least as late as the New Kingdom.2 It is most 
probably a product of the exploratory zeal of the Saite Period. The grid 
pattern on two of the reliefs3 demonstrates the desire to copy and imitate 
pictures located in such a highly esteemed place. The mass of Late Period 
jlottery found there can probably be taken as an indication of the re-use 
of this building.4 Whether the remains of a guilded mummy, which have 
been found there and were destroyed soon in a shipwreck, were parts of 
the mummy of Djoser or belonged to an intrusive burial, may be a matter 
of debate.5 Г would give preference to the second possibility in view of the 
vogue of gilding mummy-cartonnages in the Late Period.
In the burial chamber of the Mycerinus Pyramid a wooden coffin was 
found in the last century which cannot have been contemporary with the 
original burial equipment. I t  may have been placed there during the Saite 
Age when a search was made inside the pyramid.0
The admiration and nostalgia felt for the splendour of the past, obvi- 
ously accompanied by feelings of inadequacy to create similar works 
as those of the Old Kingdom, resulted in a flourishing cult of the builders 
and led to the personification of some of the pyramids as divine entities.
In these article three sarcophagi in the Egyptian Museum in Cairo 
will be discussed. All of them are from the Ptolemaic Period.
I. The lid of the sarcophagus of Bat-ijti ( B-.l-ij/j)7, a !hece of fine 
workmanship, is made of schist and its surface is carefully polished. The 
upper section of the representntions is of high importance in our context . In
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the middle, beneath the false beard of symbolic meaning, a winged scarab 
is engraved. Directly below it, there is a bird with the head of Ptah. His 
female counterpart is the goddess Khuit (Hwy.t). Her kneeling figure has 
wings and she holds the Maat-feather in her hands.
The middle section is flanked on both sides by two other groups of 
representations consisting of three deities each. On the right side (from the 
point of view of the sarcophagus) the uppermost deity is labelled as Nekh- 
bet. She is a winged snake wearing the crown of Upper-Egypt. The next 
goddess is Isis and, below, a mummiform god with a feather-crown is na- 
med Men-Ankh (Mn-'nh). This is the name of the pyramid of Pepi IT in 
South Saqqara.8
The other side offers conclusive evidence that a pyramid is imperso- 
mated here indeed. The left group begins again with a goddess in the form 
of a snake. In conformity with her name, Wadjet (W'd.t), here she bears 
the red crown of Lower-Egypt. The next deity is Nephthys with a sail in 
her right hand. Last in the group is a goddess with an obelisk on her head 
and again with a sail in her right hand. She is called Men-Nofer (Mn-nfr) 
which is the nameof the pyramid of Pepi. 1 in South Saqqãra.9 Since obel- 
isks and pyramids were closely related to each other — the top of the obel- 
isk is a small pyramid —, she is unequivocally characterized as a руга- 
mid-goddess not only by her name but also by her head-dress.
Inseri})! ions
The horizontal line on both sides of Khuit reads as: ״Words spoken 
by Khuit: I am protecting Osiris Bat-ijti, justified.”
Vertical lines. While the figures of Nekhbet and Wadjet are provided 
with their name only. Isis and NTepl1thys are both accompanied by one 
short sentence “Words spoken by Isis: (I) give you the gentle breeze of 
the north wind” and "Words spoken by Nephthys: (I) give you the gentle 
breeze of the north wind”, respectively.
The texts of the pyramids. “Men-Ankh, the Lord of the Two Lands, lie 
is pleased with Osiris Bat-ijti.”
,,Men-Nofer, the mistress of the Two Lands, the lady of what is in it 
for ever.” The feminine suffix must refer here to Memphis, the city na- 
med after the pyramid of Pepi I. For the scribe they were amalgamated 
as deities with each other.
The nine gods in the decorated part of the sarcophagus seem to con- 
stitute three triads each of them having at least one god of prominently 
Memphitic character. In the middle section (scarab, bird, Khuit) it is the 
Ptah-bird, in the groups on the right and the left the two pyramid-divini- 
ties.
The eight vertical lines contain various funerary texts. They are divi- 
ded into two halves. The right one opens with chapter 89 of the BD which 
is followed, in line 3, by an abbreviated version of BD 20. This section was 
obviously intended to guarantee the possession of the soul and the heart 
of the deceased. The other funerary text is a compendium of wishes con- 
cerning, afterlife and at the same time, an assurance of divine protection.10
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The horizontal line, below these texts, gives once again the name of the 
deceased: “Osiris B>.t-ijtj, justified, born byT,־-n.t-Km.t, justified. ”(Fig. 1-5).
The sarcophagus is dated by Buhl to the first half of the second cen-
tury В. C. (Cairo, Egyptian Museum, no ^  + *, exhibition no. 1302).x Z Z
2. Another sarcophagus with similar representations is that of Ptah- 
hotep (Plh-htp), made of white limestone.11 The decorated field is again 
crowned by a winged scarab. Lower down, after a horizontal line with the 
name and the titles of the deceased, a text in vertical lines is flanked by 
two groups of gods. On the right the first one is a mummy with a head- 
dress made up of two horns and two feathers. This god is a counterpart of 
the figure of the pyramid Men-Ankh on the sarcophagus of Bpt-ijtj, that 
is the pyramid of Pepi II. Below Nephthys with a sail, there are Amset 
and Duamutef. (Fig. 6 — 9)
The opposite line begins with a female figure. There is an obelisk on 
her head, thus she is a replica of the goddess Men-Nofer (the pyramid of 
Pepi I) of the former sarcophagus. She is followed by Isis, with the sign of 
mh, and Hapi and Kebehsenuf.
The vertical lines contain chapter 26 of the BD and are closed by a ho- 
rizontal one giving again the name and the title of the deceased. The lo- 
Aver section of the inscriptions, in vertical lines, is identical with chapter 
72 of the BD.
The sarcophagus was made for ,,Osiris, the beloved of God, the sem 
priest of Ptah, the hry-ssti of the temple of Ptah, the hry-sšl· of the Ii\-st'w, 
Ptahhotep, the justified, born by Nht-s(j),n  justified.’”
While Nekhbet and Wadjet are not present here, they are replaced 
by the four sons of Horus, the two personified pyramids are again closely 
associated with Isis and Nephthys. Anyway, the pairing was made here 
in a reversed form, that is Nepthys came to be associated, instead of Men- 
Nofer, with Men-Ankh and Isis became the partner of Men-Nofer.
An interesting case of superstition attached to the hieroglyphs (cf. 
P. Тмсаи, in: ZÄS õl (1913) 1 ff.) should not go unnoticed. In line 1 and
4 in the upper section the sign /  seems to be rendered harmless by a small 
pointed engraving on the neck (ibf n f  and iw nf rlf). (Cairo, Egyptian Mu- 
seum, without number).
3. The third sarcophagus to be discussed is that of Padiharnedjitef 
(Pldj-Hr-nd-itf). Limestone.13 The decorated area is surmounted by the 
sign of heaven (pt) and a winged scarab. On both sides of the inscrip- 
tions three gods appear. On the right, a mummiform god who is, beyond 
doubt, again the pyramid Men-Ankh. Ho is followed by Amset and Duamu- 
tef. On the left, the first in the group is the goddess wearing the obelisk, 
that is Men-Nofer. IIapi and Kebehsenuf are placed below her. The in- 
scription again contains chapter 26 and 72 of the BD. Padiharnedjitef 
was “the overseer of the treasury, the prophet, the chief of the craftsmen.” 
His mother’s name is Та-Rud (Tl-R1vd). (Fig. 10 — 13 Cairo, Egyptian
Museum no. * ״ + gj
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Fig. 12.
The three sarcophagi are not unique in providing evidence for the cult 
of the pyramids. A sarcophagus of this kind is in the possession of the Mot- 
ropolitan Museum in New York. The owner is Isetirclis (le.l-ir-djs). The 
two personified pyramids are accompanied by ]sis and Nephthys.' 4
Since most of the Ptolemaic anthropoid sarcophagi are still unpub- 
lished. it goes difficult to make conjectures as to the number of represen- 
tations of this type. The known pieces seem to display common features. 
In two cases (Bat-Ijti and Isetirdis) the provenance is Saqqara and there 
is little doubt that the о them also come from the same necropolis.
The personification of pyramids was not a completely new pheno- 
menőn at the Ptolemaic Age. Looking for the first instance, we can go back 
as far as the Old Kingdom. In a passage of the Pyramid Texts, attested 
in the tomb of Merenre and Pepi II, the pyramid was identified with Osiris.15 
Although the word for the pyramid (mr) was masculine, remarkably eno- 
ugh, pyramids came to be associated with some female members of the 
royal family during the second half of the Old Kingdom.16 While this may 
be regarded as a noteworthy antecedent to the female Men-Nofer pyramid, 
it would be unwise to assume a direct connection, since it is difficult to 
trace historical links. It must be taken into consideration that geographl· 
cal names are often feminine and so is the word town (njw.t). It is no won- 
der, then, that the eponymous pyramid of Memphis takes the shape of a 
goddess. Men-Nofer seems to be represented as a good des in a chapel of 
Sethos l in Memphis.17 If the interpretation is right, it can be a represen- 
tation of Memphis as town more than that of the pyramid of Pepi I ; a py- 
ramid represented as a goddes would bo strange at that time.
Fig. 13.
Since the pyramid Mn-Nfr-Fpy gave its name to Memphis, there was 
some curiosity among the people of the city as to its builder, Pepi I. The 
cult of the kings of the Old Kingdom in the Late Period was dicussed by
K. Otto.18 Outside Memphis he enjoyed some cult in Thebes1* and especi- 
ally in Dendara.'20
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Pepi II had a high reputation as early as in the First Intermediate 
Period. Numerous kings bore the name Noferkare. and his pyramid had a 
priest in Aswan during the eighth dynasty21. Although there is no evidence 
for a flourishing cult at the Late Period, the fabulous length of his rule, at- 
tested in Manetho’s work,22 may have contributed to his fame in Ptole- 
maic Memphis.
'I'he place of the two pyramids within the necropolis — they lay rather 
near each other — may perhaps account for their coupling. As to’ the 
reasons of their appearance in the funerary beliefs, all we can be sure ofis 
that they were imagined as patrons of the deceased in the necroj)0 1is of 
Memphis. Their cult was probably never elaborated in a theological form, 
on the whole they remained tutelary deities with only vaguely defined 
traits. Their association with Isis is probably due to the role played by the 
goddess in Giza where she was venerated, at least since Dyn. XXI as 
“Isis, mistress of the pyramid”23 in a temple built beside the southern на- 
tellite pyramid of that of Cheops, that is the pyramid of Henutscn.24
Tf the Osirian concept of the pyramids was still alive, the presence of 
Isis and Nephthys must have seemed hatural to the priests who made the 
drafts for the decorations of the sarcophagi. One has the impression, ho- 
wever. that is was more a funerary than a mythological Osirian religion 
which dominated these sarcophagi. The strongest Osirian features emerge 
in the Bat Ijti decoration.
We need not go into details as to the funerary role of the four sons of 
Homs who were given a prominent place in the representations of the ear- 
cophagi. A shift in beliefs concerning these gods must have started as early 
as in the Ramesside Period.25 Their protective power came to be stressed in 
the Late Period in a more emphasized from than before. They were re- 
garded as impersonated forms of the organs placed into the eanopic jars and 
became to a certain extent divine aspects of the human personality.26
In view of the scanty evidence relating to the cult and use of pyramids 
in the Ptolemaic Period27 this group of sarcophagi gains some importance. 
It would be necessary to have more data about the tombs of the members 
of the Ptolemaic dynasty. Unfortunately, we do not have reliable informa- 
tion on the royal necropolis in Alexandria. In any event, a passage in 
Lucan refers to the Ptolemaic royal tombs as pyramids.28 Whether true or 
not, this statement shows that the pyramid was held to be the most ade- 
quate form for a royal tomb in this period as well.29 1
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